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Our mission is to provide leadership to
continuously improve the quality of
transportation construction.
The WAQTC is comprised of the States of
Alaska, Colorado,
Hawaii, Idaho,
Montana, Oregon,
Utah, Washington,
and the Western and
Central Federal Lands
Highway Division of
the Federal Highway
Administration.
By working together,
WAQTC’s volunteer
members can respond as a unified voice to
identify quality improvement needs and new
technologies that lead to better transportation
products.






        

1.

Standardizing
WAQTC, AASHTO,
and ASTM test
methods

2.

Certifying samplers
and testers through
the Transportation
Technician
Qualification
Program TTQP

3.

Working together on
national programs of
interest including
research, training,
and technology
deployment TTQP

  

Sean Parker, WAQTC QAC Chair
sean.p.parker@odot.state.or.us or 503-710-2562
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23 CFR 637.209 b – Requires ‘all sampling and testing data . . . be
executed by qualified sampling and testing personnel.’ Member
agencies get a proven training and qualification program that meets
the requirements of AASHTO R 25, Standard Practice for
Technician Training and Qualification Programs. The original cost
to develop the qualification program was $143,000 in 1998.
To develop a program like WAQTC today would be much more
expensive and the cost of maintaining our program is shared by all
members.

WAQTC gives member agencies a strong and unified voice to
influence national methods and practices. WAQTC has developed
and consolidated individual state sampling and testing methods into
regional methods, and then submitted and championed these
standards through AASHTO. Many of the recent test methods
adopted by AASHTO originated with WAQTC.

               
                    

All member states recognize the qualifications of testers trained
through a WAQTC Agency. This advantage provides a savings to
consultants and acontractors who work among the states as well as
to the agency.

WAQTC member agencies work together to improve AASHTO
specifications and procedures and ‘lessons learned’ are shared
among the states. Each member agency contributes one
representative to the Executive Board and one representative to the
Qualificiation Advisory Committee (QAC), which means WAQTC
member agencies receive the benefit of accumulated experience and
agency perspective.





   

   

 

  

 

        
        

  





 

                                                  
                                          
                      
“The combined voice we have along with other WAQTC
member states has helped us influence the design and
implementation of AASHTO standards through the materials
subcommittee participation. The result has been improved
standards and practices.”
“As an added benefit, the association I have with other WAQTC members has
been very helpful. When I have a challenge as a state materials engineer, I
know who to call. Through WAQTC, members can continually work together to
solve common problems.”
-Scott Andrus, Utah Department of Transportation,
Engineer for Materials and Former WAQTC Treasurer



          
                              
WAQTC evaluates and updates it’s TTQP training and certification materials yearly for
clarity, conciseness, consistency, content, and adherence to established requirements.
WAQTC has developed an Operations Manual, with growing content, to inform and assist
committee members and member agencies.

         

              

12 AASHTO Standards published in 2019 were developed by WAQTC before being
adopted by AASHTO.
40 revisions to AASHTO Standards in the last 8 years were proposed by WAQTC. Most
notably a completely revised T 209, Gmm of Asphalt Mixtures and an Annex to T 99 and T 180,
Moisture-Density Relations of Soils that replaced T 224, Correction for Coarse Particles.

